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Springtime
WITHIN

A Greenhouse knows no seasons...
A tradition of excellence spanning the generations.
			
~ Santa Barbara Greenhouses
				
World Leader in home Greenhouse Technology

Home gardener greenhouses are
available in a variety of shapes and
sizes. Some are more efficient than
others. Our years of experience have
proven to us that vertical walls are
the most useful and practical. Our
vertical wall design provides up to
30% more growing space above the
benches than slope sided or dome
shapes. Almost every commercial
Greenhouse has vertical side walls.
Now the home gardener can enjoy
his favorite hobby all year long. A
Greenhouse maintains that growth
promoting atmosphere through all
four seasons. Cozily protected from
winter’s frost, the fragrance and
beauty of out of season flowering
plants and bulbs may be enjoyed even
more because of contrasts of climate
indoors and out. Various fruits and
vegetables may be harvested from
your Greenhouse bringing welcome
variety and luxury to the table.
With rising food costs and increased
contamination by chemical sprays,
your dollar savings will pay for
your Greenhouse many times over,
while you guard your health with
nutritious homegrown vegetables.
Your Greenhouse means freedom
from harsh weather extremes - yearround production from your garden.


WHAT IS THE BEST COVERING MATERIAL?
There are glass poly carbonate and fiberglass Greenhouse coverings. We
use only the finest Greenhouse quality polycarbonate or 3/16” tempered
safety glass. Our polycarbonate assures many years of service and
weather resistance with approximately 90% light transmission. While
it captures light from the growth area of the spectrum, it screens out
useless or harmful rays such as ultraviolet ... resulting in more growing
power. (These coverings are hail, shatter resistant and self cleaning.)
Our deluxe models have full size tempered plate glass walls. We do not
use single or double strength glass scraps or pieces...when you walk into
a Santa Barbara Greenhouse you will find uniform diffusion of light
down and around plants from every direction producing uninterrupted
healthy plant growth.
IS A REDWOOD FRAME BETTER?
Redwood is resistant to weather, insects, decay and should last a lifetime
with no special treatment. There is no finer or beautiful wood available
for a Greenhouse. Our frames are made entirely of selected kiln dried
Redwood and are bolted together for strength and stability. Compare
the construction of a Santa Barbara Greenhouse with any other. Our
Redwood will not require painting, rust, corrode or crack and is unaffected
by changes in temperature. Our frame is engineered for strength using
rust resistant galvanized hardware.
IS IT DIFFICULT TO ASSEMBLE?
There is no Greenhouse available that is easier to assemble. The Deluxe model comes to you with
sections or modules completely finished by skilled craftsmen at our factory. These finished panels are
easily bolted together for quick assembly.

UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE
When you receive your Greenhouse examine it. Each item must be exactly as described.
You must be satisfied or your entire purchase price will be refunded promptly upon return
of the merchandise, less shipping and handling.
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Answered

QUESTIONS


Vertical sides are designed to give
maximum growing space and at the top
where you need it, instead of slanted or
curved walls. Plus our side walls are 6
feet tall giving space where you need it
most. Compare our all bolt construction
to any other, nothing comes close.

Superior

DESIGN



America’s outstanding Greenhouse value

Many people tell us this is the finest
affordable double wall Greenhouse
for home gardeners. Our insulated
model is fast becoming the first choice
of gardeners nationwide. The walls
have an airspace acting as insulation.
This means greater ease of climate
control and big savings in heating and
cooling costs of up to 40%. Our many
owners from the southern states to
northern Alaska report great results in
growing and energy savings with our
double wall insulated Greenhouse.
Our engineer has added extra framing
to the double wall model for greater
strength. This complete kit comes
with all parts factory cut to size and
instructions for easy assembly.

Double
Double wall insulated polycarbonate greenhouses

WALL


Santa Barbara
DELUXE

One of America’s finest greenhouses for the special gardener.

One of America’s finest greenhouses for the special gardener. Redwood is the perfect material for a
Greenhouse and is unsurpassed as a garden structure...most compatible with a fine residential environment.
Santa Barbara Greenhouses are used in schools and universities throughout the United States where quality
and durability are required...clear Redwood is precision milled and assembled into panels by skilled
craftsmen. These panels are glazed with tempered plate glass 3/16” thick set in butyl... heavy fiberglass
or double wall insulated polycarbonate. The result is a completely finished panel that should last for
generations.. the deluxe model is shipped in pre-built panels that are easily bolted together at the same time of
erection... the result is a quickly installed Greenhouse of outstanding quality (also available as a kit).



The deluxe model Redwood Greenhouse blends with most homes and eliminates the cold hard look of a
metal Greenhouse. The finished wall sections are, pre-drilled and glazed with tempered plate glass to make
assembly easier and faster than metal kits that are subject to error, corrosion and costly maintenance.		
Check these important Features:					
• Installation is easier and faster with the modular system.. simply bolt together • Factory finished panels,
• Roof and side vents standard • All lumber clear California Redwood • Pre-hung door • Or as Kit
• Wall glazing 3/16” tempered plate glass set in butyl • Glass to ground... all one piece

Santa Barbara

The deluxe lean-to model...

DELUXE LEAN-TO

The deluxe lean-to model...
includes all the quality features
and construction details of our
free standing model. Everything
is finished to fit perfectly with
all drilling done in our factory.
The same select kiln dried
Redwood and plate glass panels
are used.


Santa Barbara

STANDARD



One of America’s finest greenhouses for the special gardener.

Our Standard model comes with all parts pre-cut, all drilling and measuring done at our factory and all
hardware sorted for your convenience. Clear and fully illustrated directions guide you step by step. A
few common household tools are all that you will need, no special skill is required. The dutch doors are
standard equipment, pre-assembled and ready for hanging. All metal parts are galvanized for years of
weather resistance. When completed your Greenhouse will be firm and strong...held together by steel
bolts, plates and brackets. Our standard models have 4 sets of sliding vents to assure your plants a steady
supply of fresh air.

STANDARD LEAN-TO MODELS
A lean-to can fit into a narrow space against your
house or garage. If located against your house it
will reduce heating costs. If placed over a
door or window the heat from your home can
be utilized to maintain growing temperatures
throughout winter. Another advantage is
the easy access from your home into your
Greenhouse. Locate your Greenhouse where
it will receive the most sunlight possible
November through January.
Santa Barbara lean-to greenhouses include all
the quality features and construction details of
our free standing models. Everything is cut

to fit perfectly and all drilling is done in our factory.
The same select kiln dried Redwood and Greenhouse
fiberglass panels are used including the dutch door.

Redwood

Standard lean-to models & all Redwood benches

BENCHES

ALL REDWOOD BENCHES
These benches are the finest available. California Redwood is the most durable and attractive material
for benches. We use the same premium quality Redwood in our benches as throughout the frame.
These benches are sturdy, long lasting and clean easily. Most of our customers order benches with their
greenhouses and double their growing space. Steel bolts and plates secure the bench to the frame for
strength and easy assembly. With our design of fiberglass to the ground you get more light beneath the
benches for extra growing power.



Santa Barbara
MONTECITO

10

“The All Aluminum Model, a Greenhouse like no other.”

Compare our heavy-duty Exclusive Insalume frame with any other. Our 8mm Double Wall Polycarbonate
panels slip into channels creating three dead air spaces for a highly insulated frame. Our frames are
entirely bolted together with 16 gauge steel plates creating the strongest Greenhouse available. No bar
caps! No gaskets! With a sidewall height of a full 6 feet.
The Montecito model is extremely easy to assemble as the panels
simply slip into the frame and then bolt the steel plates in place.
So quick and easy anyone can do it.
Imagine stepping into your Montecito Greenhouse in winter and
feeling like you’ve just stepped into a pleasant Hawaiian day.
Smell the Plumeria, pick fresh tomatoes or tend blooming orchids
that you can bring into your home. A piece of paradise right in
your own backyard.
• All Bolt Construction
• 8mm Twin Wall Polycarbonate
• Rafter Ties for Extra Strength
• Dutch Door

Strongest Greenhouse

The Montecito Model is extremely easy to assemble!

AVAILABLE
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Customer

INSTALLATION
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What makes us better than all the rest?..
...it’s all about detail.

Santa Barbara

For convenience & better plants

CLIMATE CONTROLS

SHUTTER MOUNTED EXHAUST FAN
Prevent excessive heat buildup with this powerful 10” exhaust fan. Automatic shutters open while the
fan circulates cool air over your plants. Aluminum blades, zinc plated wire guard, aluminum shutters
felt tipped for quiet operation. Easy to install. 115V. One year manufacturer’s guarantee.
HEAVY DUTY HEATER
The Thermostat control will protect your plants automatically on cold days. Heat circulator forced air
fan, operates quiet, while case stays cool. A real help for your warm weather plants. Neutral grey finish,
115V, one year manufacturer’s guarantee, 1500 watts, 5118 BTU’s, UL listed, 16 x 10 x 9 1/2”.
FAN CONTROL THERMOSTAT
Set the dial at the temperature you want and the exhaust fan will operate automatically. A real
convenience for your air circulating system. 115V and 115V Aluminum face plate.
HOME GREENHOUSE FOG-MIST SYSTEM
Releases a growth promoting fog-mist your plants will love for a minute or more every two hours. Fully
automatic, which can save your plants when you are away. Plug in & connect to your water line.
AUTOMATIC AIRFLOW SHUTTERS
Aluminum 10” square shutters with felt tipped edges open to provide fresh air for your plants when
the fan goes on and close when the fan goes off. Easily installed.
220 VOLT HEAVY-DUTY CONVECTION HEATERS
Light enough to carry, yet provide heat for large areas. These heavy-duty units include
protective steel intake and discharge grills. Permanently lubricated motor and cord reduce maintenance
and labor associated with operation of the unit. Thermostat provides temperature control, while safety
temperature limit prevents overheating.
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Stability

REVIEW
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Hurricane Hugo was here...

Seasonal

Winterized Santa Barbara Greenhouse

REVIEW
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Santa Barbara

GREENHOUSE OWNERS
Disneyland Hotel ~ Anaheim, CA
New York City Schools ~ Brooklyn, NY
Saguaro National Monument ~ Tucson, AZ
Tulsa County Schools ~ Tulsa, OK
California Dept. of Agriculture ~ Fresno, CA
Loyola University ~ Los Angeles, CA
Los Angeles City Schools ~ Los Angeles, CA
Sonoma County Schools ~ Santa Rose, CA
Ventura County Schools ~ Ventura, CA
Paso Robles Schools ~ Paso Robles, CA
Time-Mirror Pictures ~ Hollywood, CA
Girl Scouts of America ~ Costa Mesa, CA

Comments

FROM CUSTOMERS
Last weekend, with the help of my wife, I completed my Greenhouse. It is very attractive and we are proud
to have it in our yard.
~ Harry P. Miller (New Mexico)
We are very pleased with our Greenhouse. It is better looking than any we have seen and I don’t see how
you sell it for such a low price.
~ Wesely Beesner (California)
My plants are growing so well I just had to let you know how happy we are with our Santa Barbara
Greenhouse. It is everything you said it would be.
~George Celevich (Connecticut)

I am enjoying my Greenhouse so much and my orchids never looked so good. I am a nurse and my friends
still don’t believe that I put it together by myself. Thanks again.
~Florence Parrish (Oregon)

We have recommended your Santa Barbara Greenhouses to all of our friends and neighbors. Everyone is
surprised at the beautiful vegetables we are growing. It is a pleasure to do business with you.
~ Dorothy Morris (Texas)
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